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Movex, Inc. Enters Strategic Partnership with Accountable Management
By Jeffrey Voth
Dated: Sep 09, 2009

Customers now have the ability to customize their relocation solutions in a changing economy.
Movex, Inc., the leading provider of economical, cross-country, self-service relocation, announced today
that they will be partnering with Accountable Management, a leading provider of management and
consulting services to storage facilities across the country.
Movex provides the most unique, money-saving option for relocation. For a little more than the cost of a
rental truck, Movex will show up in front of the client's residence with a moving truck and a driver. The
client is responsible for the labor while Movex provides equipment to help load and unload. Customers do
not have to hassle with driving a large truck across country. Movex will even ship the client's vehicle(s).
Accountable Management specializes in creating and leading storage facilities to the highest customer
service levels, as well as structuring its facilities to be attractive to clients looking for safe and reliable
storage solutions.
"This partnership will allow customers of Movex to select storage options at the end of their relocation.
When moving to a new city, many of our clients need storage. Our partnership will direct them to a facility
that they can trust is clean, secure, and operated by people they know they can trust."
Often customers needing services in their new city are given minimal options with established credibility.
Movex is able to direct its clients, knowing they have the best reputation in the area and the best possible
solution. With the difficult landscape of the economy, clients are also looking for storage facilities they
know will not be going out of business. Accountable Management properties are among the most
financially stable in the industry.
###
You Load. We Drive. You Save! Movex is the original self-service mover. For a little more than the cost of
a rental truck, we provide a fully equipped moving van. You provide the labor to load and unload, and we
do the driving.
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